
B.Tech. VI Semester (Back) Examination, May 2015

Electronics & Communication Engg.

6EC1(O) Microwave Engg - II
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Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 80

N{in. Passing Marks : 24

Instructions to Candidates:

Attempt any live questions, selecting one question from each unit. All
questions carry equal marks. (Schematic diagrams must be shown v'herever
necessary. Any data you feel missing suitably be ctssunted ond stated cleorh'.

Units of quantities used/calculated must be stated clearly.

Unit - I

Explain the power measurement. (8)

In an VSWR measurement at 10 GHz, the distance betu'een the successive

minima is 0.1cm. Inside dimensions of waveguides are 4cm. and 2ctn.

respectively. TE,o mode is propagating through the lr'aveguide. Calculate the

VSWR.

OR

Explain impedance measurement by reflectometer.

(8)

(8)

In a calorimeter - wattmeter power measurement system mass of u'ater taken

is 1000 gm and rise in temp. is 1000c. Calculate the amount of incident
mrcrowave power. (8)

Unit - II
2. a) Why microstrip transmission line is preferred over any other type of
, transmission line?And mention the factors on which the selection of dielectric

depends for microstrip line. (8)

b) Write down some of the important features of a slot line and a co-planar line.
(8)

OR

2. a) Make a comparative study between different planar transmission lines. (8)
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b) A certain microstrip line has the following parameters E,: 523 
' 
h:7 mils't =

2.8 mils and w: 10 mils. Calculate the characteristic impedance zoof the line-
(8)

Unit - III

Findthes-matrixofalengthlofalosslesstransmissionlineterminatedby
matched impedance. (8)

The s - parameter of a two - port network are given by

s,,=o.2ag"5rr=0.120',sr', =o'6190',szr=0 6290'' Prove that the network is

reciprocal but not lossless. (8)

OR

Find the ABCD matrix of a length of lossless microstrip transmission line

terminated in its characteristics impedance Zu' (8)

A shunt impedance Z is connected across a transmission line with

"hu*"t.ri.ii., 
impedance Zo. Find the S - matrix of the junction' (8)

Unit - tV

Explain different modes of operation of a Gunn diode' And explain why it is

possible to obtain amplification by using a negative resistance device' (8)

The drift velocity of electrons is 2x107 cm/s through the active region of

length 10x 1 Oacm. Calculate the natural frequency ofthe diode and the critical

voltage. (8)

OR

Explain with suitable sketch the consffuction, working and application of-a

varactor diode. (8)

An IMPATT diode with nominal frequency 10 GHz' has C : 0'5Pf' Lp :
0.5nH and Cp : 0'3 pf at breakdown bias of 80 v and bias burrent 80 mA'

The Rt peak current is 0.65A for Rd: -2 ohm' Find

a)

b)

3.

a)

b)

3.

4. a)

b)

4. a)

b)

D

ii)

The resonant frequency of osillation

The efficiency. (8)
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Unit - V
5. a) Compare different properties of the material used for MM/CS. (g)

b) Explain the fabrication rechnology for MIWCS. (E)

OR

5. a) Describe the hybride IC techniques. (E)

b) An interdigitaled capacitor fabrication on a Ga As substrate has the following

Parameters

Number of frngers N: 8

Relative dielectric constant of Ga As E. = 13.10

Substrate height h:0.254 cm

Finger tength I = 0.00254 cm

Finger-base width w:0.051 cm

Compute the capacitance. (g)
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